The title of my paper starts with the assertion that "Árpád and Abraham were fellow-countrymen ". Árpád was the leader of the seven Hungarian tribes in the conquest of Hungary, a figure of history and myth not unlike Abraham. The quote is from Márton Diósy, 1 a Hungarian-Jewish poet, who served as personal secretary to Lajos Kossuth, the leader of the 1848-49 Hungarian uprising.
2 As we shall discover, the problem of dual Hungarian and Jewish identity has continued to play a central role in the work of the majority of Jewish writers in Hungary ever since.
The earliest Jewish literature in Hungary was written in the Hebrew language, which was followed by Yiddish, then by German and only later by Hungarian. 3 The spread of Protestantism and Humanism in the seventeenth century had a positive impact on Jewish learning, and Jewish community life flourished in the areas of Hungary under Turkish control, where Jews enjoyed a much greater measure of tolerance than elsewhere in the country. 4 In 1686 the Turkish-held fortress of Buda 5 was captured and sacked by the Habsburg imperial armies, and the Turks were soon pushed out of Hungary. For the Jewish community, it took over a century to recover from the effects of the brutal carnage. 6 At the same time the Haskala, 1 the Jewish Enlightenment movement, was emerging in the German lands under the leadership of Moses Mendelssohn.
8 It aimed at spreading the ideals of Enlightenment within the Jewish communities, and it eventually arrived in Hungary via Vienna and Prague. 9 The aims of the Haskala were met with approval by the majority, whose interest lay in encouraging assimilation by members of Jewish communities, in return for granting Jews civil rights. Acquiring a mastery of the vernacular spoken by the majority was clearly critical for successful assimilation and for meeting the progressive expectations of the non-Jewish population. In Hungary, however, this had to mean the acquisition of not one, but simultaneously two languages, German and Hungarian.
But the Enlightenment also gave rise to some new forms of anti-Semitic prejudices, which laid the foundations of modern anti- Semitism. 11 This was also the age of Romanticism, with its strong affinity for the Middle Ages, which helped revive some ancient anti-Semitic superstitions from medieval times.
12 Both these sets of prejudices became integral to mainstream Hungarian culture and literature from then on, though in fairness, some among the Romantics viewed the Jewish people as harmlessly exotic, and one or two prominent non-Jewish Hungarian authors even portrayed Jews and Jewry in a consistently positive light. 13 In its struggle against prejudicial depictions, Hungarian-Jewish literature had come into being in the early to mid-nineteenth century with a marked didactic emphasis, and lyric poetry did not begin to appear until the eighteen sixties and seventies.
14 This was the period when the concept of a Hungarian of the Mosaic Faith was born. Enlightened writers in Jewish communities aimed at presenting their Hungarian credentials by articulating their own Hungarian national sentiments, demystifying Jewish customs, and rehabilitating the image of Jewish people held by the majority community of Hungarians, whilst at the same time vigorously protesting stereotyped, demonising depictions of their people in mainstream Romantic writing. By the same token, however, they were by no means averse to censuring certain Jewish customs in the spirit of Enlightenment, as and when they deemed that appropriate.
15
In 1840 the impassioned lines of Móric Bloch's 16 Jewish Appeal to the Scythian 1 Nation were enthusiastically welcomed on behalf of the majority community of Hungarians by Péter Vajda, in the following words:
You are no longer the step-children of the nationplease feel welcome and make yourselves at home by the hearth of our national sentiments.
18
And thus wrote Mór Szegfi, who fought as a captain of artillery during the uprising of 1848^19:
Because, if in answer to our fervent prayers The shackles of slavery were burst asunder Prove we would that in this whole wide world There could be no better Hungarian than a Jew.
19
The first Hungarian-Jewish Almanac was published in 1848 and its preface proclaimed a program for Jewish authors in Hungary. This was where Diósy articulated the motto contained in the title of this paper, signifying that Jewish people in Hungary carried a dual identity and saw themselves as both proudly Hungarian and proudly Jewish.
20
By 1848, the greater part of the Jewish community in Hungary sincerely believed that they had been accepted by and into the Hungarian nation and gave their enthusiastic support to the struggle for independence from the Habsburgs. 21 However, official emancipation with fully equal civil rights was only proclaimed during the last dying days of the independence struggle, and the rights gained were then promptly lost in the final defeat.
The end of the 1850s brought about a cautious revival with the launch of several journals and the occasional publication of a novel or play. By the 1860s Hungarian-Jewish literature was evolving beyond politics and was beginning to include love lyrics, 23 while a number of masterpieces of Hungarian literature were being translated into German by Jewish authors. Emancipation, the great dream, was finally realized in 1867, in tandem with the Austro-Hungarian Compromise, and the significant measure of independence gained by Hungary as a consequence.
24
Hungary at that time had little in the way of a middle class, 25 and during the seventy-five years between the Emancipation and the Holocaust the magnitude of Jewish contributions to Hungary's literature, journalism, scholarship, culture, sei-ence, industry, banking and commercial enterprise had been almost without precedent in the annals of diaspora Jewish communities.
The older generations who had gone through the struggle for emancipation welcomed these developments with unqualified optimism. 26 József Kiss, 27 one of the greatest lyricists of Hungarian-Jewish literature at that time, was a true master of the Hungarian language and a paragon of avowed dual identity. He was at once Hungarian and Jewish, a conservative and an innovator, an urbanist representing city folk and a folkish ruralist representing the peasant folk of the country-side. Although the trauma of the infamous ritual murder trial of Tiszaeszlár had shattered his faith in emancipation, 29 for him it nevertheless remained axiomatic -an absolute and self-evident truth -that it was the Hungarian nation where he belonged:
This land, where thou standeth, is the Promised Land! ... Jewish brother, thou too have a Fatherland, at last!
30
József Dóczi 31 was another significant Hungarian-Jewish writer of the same generation. Like Kiss, he was born during the Hungarian Age of Reform and was already an adult when he experienced the Jewish emancipation in Hungary. In contrast to Kiss, however, the dominant mood in Dóczi's writings leaned markedly toward disillusionment foreshadowing the mood of the generation of Hungarian-Jewish writers that were to come after him. Ultimately, Dóczi converted to Christianity, for the sake of his wife, but found no peace.
32
Rapidly growing anti-Semitism during the eighties and nineties soon gave rise to ever deeper disillusionment within the community of Hungarian-Jewish writers and to a sense that the dream of the Hungarian of Mosaic faith would never be realized. 33 The ambivalent attitudes of this generation of Hungarian-Jewish authors were well-illustrated in the writings that appeared in the two most significant Hungarian-Jewish journals of the time: Equality, 34 founded in 1881, and Past and Future, 2,5 founded in 1911. 36 The title of the former bespeaks of a benchmark journal published by and for an assertive and self-respecting Hungarian-Je wish community that cherished the values of emancipation, critical as it might have been of certain aspects of assimilation. The second journal, however, reflected a growing sense of unease at the failures of assimilation and was willing to give publicity even to Zionism. Its editor-in-chief was József Patai, 37 who was also the most outstanding of the Hungarian practitioners of the Ahavat Tzion 3S or Love of Zion genre of Jewish poetry. In fact, the thoughts and feelings voiced by Patai in his poems no longer bore any resemblance to those of either Kiss or Diósy:
Zion's heart beats only for you; For only a Mother can love, faithfully and forever.
However, the most common stance of his contemporaries comprised adoption of a dual Hungarian-Jewish identity, critical of assimilation when it became unprincipled and destructive of a person's deepest sense of self, and also in search for a place under the sun within the fold of a majority ethnic-Hungarian community, which was signaling both acceptance and rejection.
Jewish themes were somewhat incidental to the art of Sándor Bródy, 40 one of the more eccentric figures in Hungarian literature. A representative of fin de siècle worship of beauty and youth, Bródy was also a latish example of dandyism in the Byronic tradition.
41
Dezső Szomory 42 was an even greater stylist than Bródy, yet he was subjected to anti-Semitic attacks precisely because of the language of his plays and novels. Szomory was loudly accused of corrupting the Hungarian language, even though he was merely modernizing the pathos of the great romantic poet Vörösmarty and blending it with the language of Jewish people in Budapest. 43 It was during that period at the beginning of the twentieth century that the con troversial folkish-urbanist debate first erupted in Hungary. By creating a thor oughly sham and artificial distinction between the literature of "cosmopolitan Jewry devoid of national character" and works produced by "true Hungarians", the so-called folkish-urbanist distinction served mainly as a thinly veiled cover for coded anti-Semitism.
In 1912 the eminent historian of literature János Horváth mounted a savage on slaught on the journal West 44 and the literary and intellectual circle around it. From its beginnings West had served as the most important workshop in Hungary for introducing modern literary trends from the West, and there were many Jewish writers who contributed to the journal both as authors and as editors. Horváth lev eled the accusation that West was corrupting the Hungarian language but in a sub sequent letter he also made it clear that he thought the real culprits at the journal were the "dodgy Jews" who created its contents. 45 As a direct sequel, the journal Twentieth Century 46 published a survey question that frankly asked whether there was a Jewish question in Hungary, 47 thereby provoking an absolute storm of reac tion from every corner of Hungarian intellectual, social and political life.
Despite rapid assimilation, an intensifying wave of anti-Semitism was gather ing pace and was giving rise to embittered reactions from Jewish writers, reactions that would have been almost unimaginable a decade or two before.
48 Increasingly powerful voices were calling for a proud espousal of dual identity -as against un principled assimilation -and also for broad solidarity with the Jewish people.
From the turn of the century onwards Hungarian-Jewish novels began to in creasingly challenge and censure the ways of assimilated Jewry. Clearly, the prominent role played by radical Jewish youth in the short-lived Communist dictatorship was only one of a number of underlying reasons that precipitated a rapidly deteriorating situation for the Hungarian-Jewish community between the two world wars. 58 The worsening situation cast the problem of Hungarian-Jewish identity into increasingly sharp relief, and the impact of the existential problems that were being faced inevitably came to be reflected in the literature of the times.
In his notorious essays, The Age of Assimilation in Hungarian Literature 1867 to 1914, 59 Gyula Farkas perceived literature in racial terms and saw the ethnic German and Jewish talent that successfully assumed leading positions in Hungarian literature after 1867 as suppressors of all that was worthy and noble in indigenous Hungarian qualities. The assertions of his paper were of course quite nonsensical 60 but represented relatively widespread attitudes among ethnic Hungarian intellectuals at the time.
Hungarian-Jewish writers responded in terms of five distinctly different approaches to the existential problems of being Jewish in Hungary.
The first of these was the "classical" dual identity position, as represented by, among others, Lajos Szabolcsi 61 and Aladár Komlós. 62 Although the works of András Komor 63 and Béla Zsolt 64 evinced a much more savage tone, they nonetheless still followed the path of emancipation, albeit with a strong emphasis on retaining a Jewish identity.
A mystical Catholicism was the second kind of response. A third small group had opted for Zionism, and disillusionment with embourgeoisement led a fourth group to turn to Communism, thereby also breaking away from their own Jewish identities equally as radically as the converts to Catholicism.
The fifth, and at the same time perhaps most striking response came from Károly Pap 72 -a Hungarian literary figure who had long been undeservedly neglected and only lately rediscovered -who urged an acceptance of Jewish destiny as a minority group. 73 But whilst uncompromisingly Jewish, he also felt tightly bound to Hungarian culture. Indeed, Pap had shown himself to be perhaps the most consistent Hungarian-Jewish writer of all, in the way he resolutely con- S9 could only be published after considerable difficulty, and the re gime ensured that there would be barely any reaction at all on the part of either the public or the community of literary critics. The work of Kertész was defined by his own experience of the Shoah and is located well within the context of the historic search for existential answers by Hungarian-Je wish writers. 90 In order to ade quately project the inhuman horror of it all, Kertész deliberately used a stunningly dispassionate tone and style. He courageously wrote and published his work in a Communist country where the totalitarian control mechanisms were virtually in distinguishable from those of Nazism, but whose rulers apparently failed to catch on to some darker ironies which were equally as applicable to them as to the Nazis.
Hungarian-Je wish writers responded in two main ways to the years under Communism: a minority continued to explore questions of identity, though most no longer did. The hidden anti-Semitism of the authorities and their efforts to con solidate Hungarian society created a far from ideal environment for manifesta tions of a Jewish search for identity, and it was therefore entirely unsurprising that few such could be found. In any case, only those writings could be published that conformed to images of Jewishness permitted by the Communist Party, and as in the case of Kertész, neither literary criticism of the published works nor any public discussion of the issues raised was ever actually permitted. 91 After the regime change in 1989 and the democratic transformation that followed, the Jewish community resumed its struggle with the legacy of the Shoah 110 and with the unresolved issues of co-existence between Jewish and non-Jewish Hungarians. ' ] ] There was the issue of coming to terms with the roles played by Jewish Hungarians during the forty-five years of Communist rule, and questions arose again and again as to the religious, cultural and national dimensions of Jewish self-definition, in particular the nature of its relationship with the State of Israel.
112 At the same time, Jewish intellectual life and literature began to thrive and flourish once again, in all its prolific colours. But its survival and its future directions will depend entirely on how the existential questions of being a Jewish Hungarian would ultimately be answered. The core issues of dual identity and co-existence that were first broached with such optimism in the middle of the nineteenth century are still unresolved and are likely to engage the attention of new generations of Hungarian-Jewish writers into the foreseeable future. 
Notes
Diósy (1812-1892) represented a generation of Jewish people in nineteenth century Hungary who deeply believed in the prospects of coexistence between Jewish and non-Jewish Hungari ans. The same Kossuth, who afterwards became also well-known in the United States. I am referring here to literature in the broadest sense, since the first Jewish written records in Hungary -whether in Hebrew or Yiddish -were Responsa, which were religious in nature. The first significant achievement was Sefer HaMinhagim or The Book of Customs (HöinpD DD"1) (1400), the work of Rabbi Yitzhak (Eizik) Tirnau or Nagyszombat (Tyrnau in German, Trnov in Slovak, a multi-ethnic township in historic Hungary, now in Slovakia), and the first work of literature was the still extant Kinoth or Lamentations (p'OT!) in the Cracow Codex (1494), in which Joshua ben Chaim commemorated the auto-da-fé of the Jews of Nagy szombat. Ephraim HaCohen (1616-1678), a significant scholar of the period, published his responsa in Turkish-ruled Buda -Ofen in German, a historic multi-ethnic township located in the area of present day Buda or Western Budapest in a collection titled Sha 'ar Ephraim or Ephraim 's Gate (XDTD ÏÎ73TI) (1688) and it was also around that time that the first Yiddish language works appeared: first Chaim Bochner's Commentary (1710 then the Yiddish translation of Sefer HaMinhagim, (1400). On the site of Castle Hill in present day Budapest. The magnitude of the carnage carried out by the armies of Eugene de Savoya was such that it was not until the end of the eighteenth century that the Jewish community in Hungary had finally managed to recover from its consequences. In Megilat Ofen or The Story of Buda (XIDf Dr^n), Greater Lamentations and Lesser Lamentations, Izsák Schulhoff depicted scenes of siege and massacre of shocking brutality. (Schulhof Izsák, Budai krónika, Magvető, Budapest, 1978) In the Kinoth, Schulhoff recounted the story of his family and of the Jewish community of Buda, respectively. The event was also commemorated by Aharon ben Joseph of Prague, in his Yiddish language poem A splendid new song of Buda (Ajn sajn naje lid fun Ojven).
Its objective was to modernise Jewish culture and religion, one outcome of which was an endeavour to liken Jewish religious services to those of the Lutheran Church. Examples in point were the layout of Reform synagogues, the emergence of the organ and choir in religious services, and the fact that Drasoth TlUJTn or sermons were increasingly given in the vernacular language. The Reform movement initiated by the Haskala eventually developed into the mod ern Conservative, Liberal and Reform streams of Judaism. It also brought about the beginnings of evolutionary changes in the use of the Hebrew language, and genres from modern European literature began to find their way into Hebrew poetry. These were the first beginnings of a pro cess that a century later culminated in the revival of spoken Hebrew and the birth of the Mod ern Hebrew language. In 1816 Salamon Lövisohn published a collection of poems entitled Melitzat Yeshurun or Yeshurun 's Poesie (' UJTTI] uyVU); several other volumes of poetry and drama were also pub lished around that time in Hungary. On the one hand, knowledge of German was mandatory, because it was the language of Habs burg rule, the lingua franca of the empire and the vehicle that conveyed the learning and ideals that were gradually percolating from the West. On the other hand, Hungarian national aspira tions were becoming increasingly vocal and vigorous, and consequently it became also manda tory to acquire a mastery of the language of the Hungarians. (Magyarító Egylet) , was formed in 1843 with the aim of promoting the use of Hungarian language by members of the Jewish Community. In their daily life, the Orthodox used Yiddish as their vernacular, and al though numerous Hungarian poems were translated into Hebrew, the actual use of Hebrew was confined almost entirely to liturgy and religious studies. Fearing assimilation, the Hatam (Mo ses) Sofer (1762-1839), the influential rabbi of Pozsony {Pressburg in German, Bratislava in Slovak) -a multi-ethnic town near Vienna that used to host the Hungarian Diet in historic Hun gary and is now capital of Slovakia took a firm stand in favour of Yiddish in 1831; but by that time Jewish community aspirations were unequivocally moving in favour of adopting the local vernacular. On the one hand, it charged the Jewish people with the crime of having turned Christianity loose on the world, but in the very same breath it also charged them with the crime of having re jected that Christianity, resulting in a rather invidious lose-lose position from a Jewish pespective. By the same token, however, most Enlightenment thinkers-among them Christian Dohm, a leading figure of German Enlightenment -held that individual Jewish persons be came corrupted only by nature of their religion and culture, but that they could redeem them selves and become useful members of wider society if they broke away and emancipated them selves from their dark religious and cultural bonds. Such as ritual murder, the figure of the rapacious Shylockean usurer, and the depiction of the Jew as predestined for evil doing from birth, and doomed to eternal damnation for the sin of crucifixion. Jewish heroes were depicted with genuine sympathy, and as Hungarian patriots, by Mór Jókai, the most celebrated novelist of the era. Closer to our own times, another significant novelist, Zsigmond Móricz, perceived a quality of life in Jewry and a culture-shaping force that was in positive contrast with the backward conditions prevailing in the still predominantly rural Hun gary of that time.
The Pest City Association for Propagating the Hungarian Language among Local Israelites (Honi Izraeliták Között Magyar Nyelvet Terjesztő Pesti Egylet), later the Society for Hungarianization
It bears mentioning, however, that strong interest in public issues was also a feature of mainstream Hungarian literature, yet for all that, vigorous ideological orientation rarely ever came at the expense of quality. For instance, Mór Szegfi urged religious reforms, but at the same time he also depicted the wonderfully warm intimacy of Orthodox Jewish family life and especially that of Kabalát Shabbat (Unn p^Vri), the weekly ritual of greeting the advent of Sabbath in observant households. (1815-1891) , also known as Mór Ballagi, after he Hungarianised his name and converted to Christianity. People of a mythical Central Eurasian land of gold and horsemen, fondly presumed by the literary imagination of some in Hungary to have been among the forebears of ancient Hungarians. Free translation of "Nem vagytok többé mostoha gyermekek -érezzétek ezt, és helyezzétek be magatokat -nemzeti érzelmek közepébe " (Komoróczy -Frojimovics -Pusztai -Stribik, 127). Free translation of "Mert ha végre hö imánkra / Szétszakad a rabbilincs / Megmutatjuk a zsidónál /Jobb magyar a földön nincs " (Szálai, 60). That kind of thinking was also reflected in the works of Galician born Michael Heilprin (1822-1888), who made a name for himself with his Hungarian language poems by the age of twenty. After the failed 1848^9 uprising he emigrated and became a noted scholar in the United States. The anti-Semitic atrocities after the outbreak of the revolution and the banishment of Jews from the newly formed National Guard therefore both came as serious disappointments to Jewish Hungarians. But at that time, the wounds were still able to heal. The vast majority of Jewish people in Hungary were enthusiastic supporters of the cause of Hungarian independence, and leaders of Hungarian intellectual and literary life came out in vigorous support of the Jewish community. Jewish voices of disappointment were therefore few and far between (cf. Bernstein, Zsoldos). After the defeat, the Jewish community in Hungary could no more escape punitive retribution by the Habsburgs than the rest of the nation, and as a result there was significant emigration from the country. Such as those of Bertalan Ormódi (1836-1869), whose work was warmly praised at the time by the great Hungarian poet, János Arany himself (cf. Komlós, p. 85). However, though themes exploring the psyche of the individual began to receive greater attention, the accent continued to remain one of the core issues of Hungarian-Jewish co-existence and the nature of Jewish identity. Emancipation gave full civil rights to resident Jewish persons under Hungarian law, but it was expected that in return, from that point forward, Jewish people in Hungary would identify themselves as Hungarians of Jewish faith rather than as mere Jewish ethnics, and thereby help inflate the population count of ethnic Hungarians vis-à-vis other large ethnic groups under Hungarian jurisdiction within the territories of historic Hungary. During the second half of the nineteenth century the wave of surname Hungarianisations was mainly attributable to this. This situation was further exacerbated by the fact that in contrast to the British upper classes which were commercially oriented by tradition, Hungarian nobility had little interest or aptitude for pursuing economic value adding activities. On the other hand, business had always been the sole practical source of livelihood for Jewish people throughout their long history, and their aptitudes in this field filled a vacuum in post-Compromise Hungary. However, with the passage of time, critical perspectives on the processes of assimilation became more pronounced and several different modes of existence came into being within the Hungarian-Jewish community, most notably the Reform-Conservative, or Neologue, and the Orthodox streams of religious observance. Nonetheless, the use of Hungarian language re mained a unifying feature of almost all Hungarian-Jewish literary works. . The literary ideal of the times was the folkish-nationalist poetry best represented in the work of the two giants of Hungarian literature, Sándor Petőfi and János Arany. In contrast to many oth ers, Kiss was no mere derivative imitator of the balladry of Arany but enriched the genre by giving poetic expression to the village Jewish person's dream of emancipation, and created heroes, such as Judith Simon, who in their thoughts and feelings did not differ one iota from the Hungarian peasants among whom they lived. Kiss was also the first in Hungary to elevate chanson writing and the so-called urbanist genre of poetry to the level of literary works of art. "Open plunder became he in his native land, // Disinherited, wretched, exiled. // Maybe the grave would give him peace, // But even it would perhaps cast him out" -a free translation of "Szabad zsákmány volt a hazában, / Kitagadott, szegény, hazátlan. / A sir tán nyugtot ad neki, / de lehet, hogy az is kiveti" (cf. Komlós, p. 137). Free translation of "E föld, hol állasz, az ígéret földje! (...)/ Zsidó, immár van neked is hazád!" (cf. Komlós, pp. 2, 191). (1848 Komlós, pp. 2, 191). ( -1919 . In one of his later essays he expressed an inconsolable alienation in terms of a bitter lament over not knowing what to make of a world where ethnicity counts for more than decent human ity. With that, the image of the Hungarian-Jewish peasant also disappeared gradually from Hun garian-Jewish writings. However, despite reservations and some openly critical attitudes, the vast majority of Jewish people in Hungary were by that time already irreversibly assimilated in spirit to the majority community of Hungarians. Thus, they had little interest in the idea of Zi onism that was being vigorously promoted by the Hungarian-born Herzl, and his ideas never really gained popularity among Jewish Hungarians, except among largely unassimilated, Yid dish-speaking Orthodox communities in outlying rural areas, and in particular in the very large Orthodox communities resident at the time in the Transylvanian and Ruthenian provinces of historic Hungary.
Egyenlőség. Múlt és Jövő.
There were of course numerous other significant journals and forums for debating the existen tial questions of dual identity and assimilation by Neologue (reform) Jewish journalists, intel lectuals and rabbis, in particular the Hungarian Jewish Review (Magyar Zsidó Szemle) and other publications of the Israelite Hungarian Literary Society (Izraelita Magyar Irodalmi Társulat) . Over the past decade and a half the works of some key contributors to this debate, such as Lajos Blau, Vilmos Bacher and Ignác Goldziher have been republished -in particular by the Past and Future (Múlt és Jövő) publishing house, which has been re-established after the regime change under the direction of editor-in-chief János Kőbányai (also cf. fh. 112). . His language and style were at once naturalist, secessionist and impressionist. In Liza Tímár he censured the snobbishness of a rich Jew and brought him to heal for his disloyalty to the Jewish people; in Doctor Faust (Faust Orvos) , he dealt critically with the topic of apostasy; in 1915 he wrote with compassion about the plight of Jewish refugees from Galicia. At the same time he expressed a longing to leave Budapest for Bethlehem, and in the anti-Semitic atmosphere fol lowing the First World War and the short-lived Communist dictatorship, in the end he too felt compelled to convert to Christianity. (1869 Christianity. ( -1944 . Indeed, as a writer, Szomory was the unmistakable voice of the Jewish public of Pest, the East ern half of Budapest, where the bulk of the Jewish community resided.
Nyugat.
In fairness, his critique did not restrict its censure to Jewish authors only, but the ominous sen tence in his letter had nonetheless further poisoned an already unhealthy atmosphere. Huszadik Század. "Van-e zsidókérdés Magyarországon?" in Huszadik Század, A magyarországi zsidókérdésről, special edition, Autumn 1917. Imre Nagy, for example, longed to return to the village ghetto and Zoltán Somlyó , who opted for exile in 1912, held up as ideal not the assimilated Hungarian-Jew ish peasant, but the village shopkeeper, who remained steadfastly loyal to his Jewish identity. . Új keresztény (1909) . Who converted to Catholicism, in order that they be allowed to build a Catholic church. As a consequence, the majority of their Jewish neighbours turned away from them, and when the church collapsed, the entire village turned on them, too. . Not from sincere conviction but out of middle class conformism, thereby heedlessly surrender ing their own deepest sense of self. A Pál utcai fiúk (1909) . Whose plays made him world famous between the two world wars. . Though only a small subsidiary thread in a larger story, the juxtaposition of these two charac ters is nonetheless integral to the essence of this novel. The period started with pogroms in rural areas, then saw the introduction of numerus clausus (discriminatory policy in favour of ethnic Hungarians to restrict Jewish participation in higher education), later the inexorable rise to power of the organizations and parties of the extreme right, and later still the introduction of anti-Jewish legislation based on the Nuremberg laws, which ultimately ended in the Shoah. Az asszimiláció kora a magyar irodalomban 1867-1914 (1938) . Not least because Hungarian-Jewish writers in particular were at the forefront of processes of constantly ongoing creative regeneration in Hungarian literature, both in their innovative uses of the Hungarian language and in their innovative adaptations of new literary trends from the West. . Lajos Szabolcsi was the publisher and editor-in-chief of Egyenlőség. In his Bar Kochba, Son of a Star (Bar-Kochba, a csillag fia), a historical novel published in 1918, Szabolcsi presented the story of the heroic Jewish war of independence led by Bar Kochba against the Romans, in symbolic proof of the bravery of Hungarian-Jewish soldiers during the First World War, and repudiating thereby the charge of cowardice that was often used as the pretext for anti-Semitic atrocities. . Jenő, the hero of Komor's novel The Descendants of Fischman S (Fischmann S. utódjai) (1919) remained unaccepted by the upper classes to whose ranks he aspired, despite having converted to Christianity. Komor (1898 Komor ( -1944 presented the lower middle class Jewish char-nities in the outlying eastern and northeastern provinces of historic Hungary continued to cher ish Yiddish and use it as their principal vernacular alongside Hungarian -as well as the Roma nian, Ukrainian and German that were all commonly spoken in those areas -whilst Hebrew they used solely for purposes of liturgy and religious studies. Also known as Máramarossziget -Sighet in Yiddish, Sighetu Marmatiei in Romanian -a North Transylvanian market town located in present day Romania, which used to be one of the most significant Orthodox communities in historic Transylvania. (1929-) . Apart from memoirs written by survivors, such as Ernő Szép, Stench of Humans (Emberszag) (1945) and Jenő J. Tersánszky, The Story of a Handcart (Egy kézikocsi története) (1949) , and the poetry of Miklós Radnóti, Holocaust literature in Hungary was primarily the work of two authors, both of them outside the Communist mainstream. One was the Catholic poet János Pilinszky, the other Imre Kertész. Communism resembled Nazism in many respects, and not least in that both official and grass-roots anti-Semitism were just as rife in countries of the Soviet block, albeit taking some what more muted, subterranean forms. Consequently, it was unsurprising that the cultural poli tics of the time did its best to remain silent on the novel by Kertész, given that in light of its offi cial anti-Nazi stance, it was hardly in a position to openly attack the novel for its chosen topic. Questions such as how could it have happened that so many in Hungarian politics and among ordinary Hungarians became such active participants in the disenfranchisement of Jewish Hungarians, the misappropriation of their property, and ultimately in their deportation to the death camps. The undigested horror of the Hungarian Holocaust remains an unresolved issue in Hungary to this day, for Jewish and non-Jewish Hungarians alike. Sorstalanság (1975) -Translation of the title as Fateless by Katharina Wilson, Professor of Comparative Literature at University of Georgia, was a not unreasonable adjectival compro mise with the nominalised Hungarian form of the word. Gyuri Köves, the hero of the novel, was innocently convicted, exactly as Josef K was in The Trial by Kafka. Totalitarianism degrades human beings into faceless and fateless objects, where victims come to regard what befell them almost as matter of course, the natural order of the world. This is why Gyuri spoke of bliss in the camps. Among those who nevertheless addressed some of the existential issues of being Hungarian and Jewish in post-Holocaust Hungary were authors like Mária Ember, Pál Várnai, Pál Bárdos and György Gera. (193 3-) . "Let my withered right hand be the Amen, // To forgetting thee, O Jerusalem! // And let my aching face convulse unto my lips, // Upon forgetting thee, János Arany!" in free translation of "Hát kihűlt jobbom legyen rá az Ámen, / ha elfeledlek egyszer Jeruzsálem / És fájó arcom rángjon majd a számhoz, / ha elfeledlek egyszer Arany János." (1942-) . Egy családregény vége (1977) . The hero of the novel bore the dual name of Peter Simon, thereby symbolizing the intention of the grandfather for the Jewishness represented by Simon to dissolve into the Christianity of Peter. As for instance, Tibor Déry or István Örkény. Actually, this process was already ongoing well before the war, having started at around the time of the First World War. At that time Jewish Hungarians tended tojóin the Communists for reasons of disillusionment with emancipation and out of faith in the advent of a society without religious or ethnic divisions. Not a few intel lectual luminaries joined the Communist Party at the time, as for instance György Lukács, the eminent philosopher of aesthetics and literature.
Ki a gettóból (\9\\).

